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No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that society
forced upon them. Self-Servatives (ConServatives,
Con Artists that Serve themselves) cause funerals,
but they don't mind, because they don't believe in
God. PAGE ONE
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We represent the world's fastest-growing
ethnic group, the homeless, the only group
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hate-crimes. We are those who suffer
because the wealthy own everything.

Politics from Left to Right:

all Americans are wealthy, and many bus
drivers refuse us service for that reason. I
finally found a driver I knew, but by now I was 2
hours behind.
Once again, a typical
transaction on a typical day.

Socialist - Liberal - Democrat - Republican - Fascist - Communist

Corrections:

Incorrect photo
shown in our "Man of the Year" column,
Bradley Manning, also a Super-Patriot, was
shown as Eric Snowden. It was either for
Snowden or Manning to get Man of the
Year, but somehow Snowden's story and
Manning's photo got published. Computer
error. Some things, like predicting Alvarez
to defeat Faulconer as SD Mayor, were
intentionally done by people giving me lies,
but this is strictly my error in selecting a
file. Photo from The Guardian, upon Snowden
being nominated for the Nobel Prize.
http://venturebeat.com/2014/01/29/edwardsnowden-nominated-for-nobel-peace-prize-bynorwegian-politicians/

Project Homeless
Connect:
Some success, some useless propaganda
Looking on the web for the place and time, I
read a KPBS article, via Google. I wanted to
comment that the article was Housing
Commission propaganda, but was not
permitted to do so. I complained to a KPBS
producer. Typical transaction, typical day. The
next problem I had was getting out of Mexico. I
spent the night in a $2 motel (no heat, no toilet)
with a huge cat that helped keep the rats from
biting me. I had 35 cents for the bus, but not
enough for a taxi, and the bus drivers refused
to pick me up. One shouted, "Take a taxi!"
PAGE TWO Most Mexicans get this idea that

A screwed-up slow border crossing, a late
trolley, and an awful cup of coffee, and I'm on
my way, but now 3 hours behind schedule. I
am tired and hungry, too. Sweating profusely
in the searing heat of a January morning in
San Diego, it is lucky I am carrying lots of
water, I thought. Arriving at City Hall at noon, I
observed a long line, and also some Occupy
protesters. Lots of suburban folks in line,
talking about Santee, Alpine, and Vista, and
they do not look homeless, either, but they are,
from their conversations. A scam recruiter
from yet another school promising jobs that do
not exist "phishes" personal information from
those in line. A conversation with one of the
event organizers reveals that many of the
projects are hidden and not obvious to find, so
we need to "dig around" thoroughly. I told her
that was a problem of poor organization of the
Housing Commission, sponsoring the event,
and a bunch of homeless folks cannot be
expected to solve a "what's where" problem.
She reluctantly agreed.
The wait to enter was over an hour, and I am
not only hungry but having difficulty standing
because of my blood sugar level. Also lots of
cigarette smoke, making me dizzy, because I
am severely allergic. Lots of nausea. I took an
allergy pill, but my arthritis is also acting up, so
I took some codeine for the pain. Standing for
an hour can be awful at times. There's a pet
area doing dog daycare, and giving out pet
food, since pets are not allowed in the event.
I observe a "Media Check-In Station" and take
a pass on that, as this is obviously a scripted,
Public Relations event. I am here as a
homeless person, and my being a homeless
journalist just makes me the absolute go-to for
the real story, as I see it. Water Man David
Ross can be seen, long an activist for better
conditions for the homeless. The last time I
visited Homeless Connect, several years ago,
they tried to hold me down and force me to get
a haircut. There were many folks that I know,
from covering the news of service providers

that give services to the homeless. I know tons
of people on both sides.
At my check-in interview, I was told that there
was no more clothing for men, but that didn't
matter much to me. I wanted food, and have a
mild toothache, but the dental line is very long,
and all the food has way too many control
substances added to it. Makes me sick for
months, Spiritually. My codeine for the arthritis
is helping with the toothache pain. The
displays have a huge emphasis on Mental
Health providers and treatment, which has
typically been a local bias, the thinking that
homeless means mentally ill. You know better,
if you have ever been homeless.
I got to speak with an Assurance Wireless
(Virgin Mobile) rep about why my promised cell
phone
never
arrived,
and
hopefully
straightened that out. I also spoke with a
leader at the San Diego Rescue Mission, and
asked if the man who got his checked laptop,
stereo, clothing, burial urns, and other effects
stolen from their check-in area at Thanksgiving
ever got compensated. No one knows.
Responsible media. The Homeless Survey
table is out of free Subway sandwich cards, so
my being 3 hours late cost me a $10 gift
certificate and my most immediate need, nontainted food. One participant gave me an
unopened granola bar, which helped. Way
better than getting drugged by the "free" beef
stew. As of 1 PM there were about a thousand
participants, and the management thought
there would probably be a count of 1500 by 2
PM. I found 3 t-shirts that I could use.
On the Exit Survey I was asked for
suggestions, and I said showers, job
placement as opposed to job training,
computer access, non-tainted food (unopened
factory containers), and better help with my
dental emergency. If I had gotten a Subway
food card, that would have been worth it. This
is an event to make it look like our government
is doing something, which it is: Our
government is trying to pretend to the
public that everything is okay, and that
massive amounts of help exists. If they
actually helped, that would cost too much.
• We are now at the end of the City's "Ten
Year Plan to End Chronic Homelessness",

and it has obviously been a complete
failure.
Panhandling works.
Nonprofit
Organizations just waste your money on
the salaries they pay their relatives.

Mayor's "State of the
City" Speech Flawed,
Unrealistic
Regarding Mayor Faulconer's recent "State of
the City Address", I propose that I get the
rebuttal, representing the Have-Nots, and then
I would also like to hear from the Democrats,
especially Todd Gloria. I praise the Mayor for
his optimism, but I fear that calling everything
rosy will cause us to have our problems
ignored, delayed, talked about without action,
and the usual things that San Diego
Republicans are famous for. I still remember
the City promising 8 new toilets downtown, and
then we LOST 9 toilets and only got one, with a
4-year wait for that one toilet! Why are the
Mayor's plans not already being acted upon?
Don't wait until next year, because Faulconer is
not likely to be re-elected. His veto of the
Minimum Wage Increase, fought for and
passed by Todd Gloria and the City Council,
virtually guaranteed that.
I agree with Mayor Faulconer that our
crumbling streets and poor neighborhoods are
a priority. I will believe his resolve when he
actually does something about this other than
talk, however. What has he done so far? The
Convention Center expansion is a gigantic
waste of money, and ALL other cities have lost
huge amounts of money on their convention
centers, so are we just as stupid? If the new
Convention Center expansion includes use by
the homeless during those hours and days it is
not in other use, then I can see it.
As far as a new Chargers Stadium, private
businesses should use their own capital and
funding, right? Is the NFL not profitable? Why
should taxpayers subsidize them? I've always
wanted to see the Chargers play at Petco
Park. Once again, since football is a 5-month
season, that would leave 7 months for the
PAGE THREE homeless to be housed in the

new stadium, so I am not totally against it. The
Chargers should buy their own stadium, getting
funding from the various Italian Families that
really own the team, such as Papa Pernicano.
This is a business investment, after all.
As far as the Union-Tribune report that
Employment is looking good, it is not.
Unemployment is down because most people
are having their Unemployment Checks run
out, and thus are no longer a part of that
figure.
Stagflation, economic stagnation
coupled with massive inflation, is what is
happening.
Both
Unemployment
and
Employment are down, and most new jobs pay
Minimum Wage, which is not (according to
HUD) enough money to live on in San Diego.
As far as creating more good-paying jobs,
excellent, but what new good-paying jobs has
the Mayor created so far? The jobs we DO
seem to have, at Minimum Wage, got their pay
rates cut by the Mayor vetoing the Minimum
Wage increase passed by the City Council.
And, as far as new Start-Up Businesses, San
Diego is so expensive, except for our supercheap labor, that such a business has no
chance. I was a successful Small Business
owner over 40 years, and now I am homeless,
so that is the future of Small Business in San
Diego. The economy here is so poor that I
would not even TRY to go back into business.
San Diego has $2 billion owed in Pension Fund
problems and another $2 billion in needed
projects that are on hold for lack of money. Is
that a healthy city? People are spending more,
causing more to be collected in Sales Tax, but
that is only because the price of gasoline
dropped to half of what it was. A new, female,
police chief was a good idea, because of
rampant harassment, hazing, and mistreatment
of women in the San Diego Police Department,
but choosing a woman affiliated with Zion
Terrorism does not bode well.
As for crime being "down", my adopted uncle,
former City of Milwaukee Police Chief Arreola
told me that the easiest way to reduce crime is
to make crimes less easy to report, because
unreported crimes don't count. Making it timeconsuming and difficult to report crimes is
being used to "reduce" crime here. I like the

Mayor's plan for a new brick-and-mortar
homeless shelter, to replace our circus tents
currently used, but we really need 4 or 5 of the
350-bed facilities that he proposes, to
accomodate all the un-housed homeless (or at
least most of us.) Also, the locations being
proposed are too dangerous to live in without
constant threats upon our lives. I do not even
go into "The Bottoms Ghetto" because of
having had my life frequently threatened there.
And, as for Managed Competition, it leads to
impoverished "Clean and Safe" workers doing
the cleaning downtown, instead of well-paid
City Union workers. It is time to write off
Managed Competition as having been a failure
at anything except increasing poverty and
homelessness. Time to go back to Union City
Workers dependably performing the City's
business while earning enough money to live
on in San Diego. I propose a City Ordinance
that all those performing work for the City,
directly or indirectly, must be paid Union Scale,
and that would eliminate a lot of homelessness
and near-homelessness. France, Switzerland,
Australia, and other nations have a $20 US
minimum for City and Fast-Food workers,
resulting in excellent economies because those
people SPEND that money on dinner, new
cars, hairdressers, stereos, clothing, furniture,
and everything else, even pet food.
I propose a county-wide Resolution that says:
"Shall those working in San Diego County be
paid at least twice whatever the State of
California Minimum Wage is, at any given
time?" Loss of jobs to the suburbs? No.
Rising Prices? The foreign cities that did this
had prices go DOWN, because there suddenly
became so much business. The more items
you sell, the less money you need to make on
each one. Would the Republican businesses
increase prices anyway? Yes, but the
Democrat businesses would compete with
lower prices due to increased sales, and the
market would level. Would the Republicans
reduce jobs? Yes, but that does not work,
because increased business means needing
larger numbers of workers to handle the load.
Would everyone need to work harder? Yes.
Working hard and smart, plus being paid a
PAGE FOUR great wage is what built our

nation! Tony Young, Marti Emerald, and Mike
Aguirre, time to run for Mayor.

News Media
News:
Charlie Hebdo ("Charlie Weekly") is an
underground newspaper in France. Its political
cartoonists have been arrested by Israel and
France, and its offices bombed by Islam. I
lampoon the Mormons, Catholics, Baptists,
Jews, Christians, and any other group that has
cheated, stolen from, harmed, attempted to
harm, brainwashed, or disrespected me. The
Moslems, Shintos, Buddhists, and Pagans
never have. Back in 2010 when I first started

The San Diego Homeless News, there was an
attempt on my life, but I never connected it to
my newspaper. I did, however, report it, to the
Baja California State Police, who investigated
because I am a Priest and a Journalist. I heard
nothing from them until a year later, and in the
meantime continued to publish. To my
surprise (and horror) they said the San Diego
City Cabal contracted it, including more than
one Freemason and more than one City Police
Officer. They would not tell me more, nor let
me read the report, but it was a courtesy to a
retired police detective (me) with 8 years in,
from 1970-1978. As a story of wrongdoing
by a police-affiliated foreign conspiracy
group, Sedena (Mexican CIA) classified it as a
secret. I no longer do investigations because
PAGE FIVE in 1978 I refused to lie for the

District Attorney as an Expert Witness, and that
ended my career. See "Cops Fabricate
Evidence" in this issue, if it ever gets out of
Censorship Hold. Last issue I lampooned the
San Diego Reader's religion column, Sheep
and Goats, so the incident did not affect my
editorial style. I may have had a hand in
creating that column, years ago, too.
Mike Aguirre should drop his lawsuit against
CityBeat because he's made his point, and
because suing the alternate (and underground)
press never makes any sense. If the UT were
to sue me, would it collect any money or just
call a lot of attention to my cause? On the
other, liberal side, suing CityBeat alienates one
potential voice for his cause(s). Neither is any
win for anybody. If we cannot have caustic
opinions about public officials (Aguirre was
elected City Attorney and also ran for Mayor)
then what has Free Press come down to, the
Nazi States of America?
The Mafia took over as much of the broadcast
media as it could in the 1920's, using money
from bootlegging, prostitution, and dope sales.
It is only the media that could ever put The
Boys out of business, and they knew it. When
television came along, gradually in the 1930's,
the MOB owned all of it, from coast to coast.
Nobody (except in the business) knows that
San Diego is 50 times more corrupt than
Tijuana, because they only get the news that
the Godfather wants them to know about.
Over 90% of all news it is our job to keep you
from knowing it. Wouldn't you rather know
about the Royal Family's pet frog?
The Ruling Class got so greedy under
George W. Bush that they made Professional
Self-Employment in Small Business nearly
untenable, which has folks like me writing this
instead. How much of this can the country
take before it becomes the Soviet Union?
Enlace does get readership, but only the ad
inserts, and most folks throw the regular
newspaper part away as propaganda, the
same as in Mexico. Such trash problems are
caused when Enlace is given away free in
Tijuana, that they are now required to give it
away at the point where people are crossing
into the US, so any trash is on the US side.

Jeb ("Wine-oh") Bush, the stupidest of the 3
famous Bushes, wants to run for President.
Ugly. This would be a rigged election, where
he gets 8% of the actual vote, but the count
says he gets 80%. Daddy used to fix voting
machines when he was CIA Director under
President Reagan. This produces a Civil War
between the US People and the US
Government and Military. All that would have
already happened if Mitt Romney had been
elected. In the end, the people "win" (nobody
wins a nuclear war) via military mutiny in which
our own nuclear weapons are used to vaporize
60 cities. Put the US in the Obituaries, Jeb.
Currently being censored out of the
conventional news media, many corporations
are taking debts that were discharged by
bankruptcy years ago, putting a new date on
them, and listing them as "assets", continuing
to try to collect. This super-inflates their
apparent net worth, plus they can claim this is
just a mistake. Often the debtor cannot be
located, or may have passed away, and they
do not want to report these things as losses.
Makes the numbers of the corporation and our
economy look better. In my case, General
Electric - Chevron is trying to collect a very old
debt, discharged in bankruptcy many years
ago, and they were notified of that bankruptcy,
too.
SD Reader returned to its previous stitched
(stapled) binding, instead of its more recent
Perfect (glued) binding on Jan. 15, probably to
save money due to the economy in San Diego
being so bad, and add revenues following suit.
Stitched bindings are more susceptible to
"other" uses such as oven mitts, shower mats,
parakeet cage liners, fish wrappings, and poop
receptacles, but not as useable as folded
bindings, such as the Union-Tribune or
Enlace. Enlace, being free, is still Number One
in "other" uses.

Cops Fabricate
Evidence:
Secrets
Society has a lot of secrets. The term
"Religious Secrets" refers to controlling
people via placing DNA (usually blood or
semen) into everybody's food. This enables a
type of hypnosis called Gnosis. It is also a
religious secret that ministers do not believe in
God, heaven, hell, Satan, or a Life Hereafter.
They know better. Those things are for you
sheep to believe. Also part of the Religious
Secrets is that there are secret underground
conspiracy groups, called Cabals, millions of
them, and they run all hospitals, governments,
courts, churches, corporations, etc.
The
Cabals are the Conspiracy Groups that collect
blood and semen from their members, and
take it to the food manufacturing businesses
that they own. Often these Conspiracy Groups
kill police who get in the way, and even District
Attorneys. This is nothing new, and has been
this way for thousands of years. • The term
"Military Secrets" refers to the fact that there
are many other planets with intelligent life, and
none of those beings considers a human
intelligent, just another animal. • The term
"Bar Secrets" refers to the ONE political party,
a secret organization, that controls all of the
other political parties in English-speaking
countries plus Mexico, and the news media. It
is called The Bar of London, and it licenses
attorneys and operates our "Justice" System.
Justice is a word meaning that the wealthy
have their way, and for everybody else, too
bad. It is derived from the phrase "Just This",
indicating presentation of only those facts
which support the Bar objectives, and the
suppression of the truth and all other
evidence. A very small percentage of people
understand how the system really works.

Bar Secrets
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To know the bigger Secrets of The Bar, you
must either be a judge, top experienced
criminal lawyer, or have been victimized
yourself. When a judge's son rapes and kills a

little girl, someone else is proven guilty. That is
how our system works, or fails to work.
Detectives,
expert
witnesses,
evidence
processors, the police, prosecutors, and other
folks plus lots of money go up against some
poor accused person, who has no expert
witnesses, no private investigator, and a lawyer
with no experience. That's fair, right? To
make matters worse, evidence is intentionally
tampered with to get a conviction. I was a
Police Detective for 8 years, and so I know.
Welcome to Reality. There are a small number
of persons, maybe 5%, who were innocent yet
convicted because of flaws within the system.
Most get convicted because of intentional
misconduct within the system.

The primary culprit was the Bar, and the
Milwaukee Cabal known as the "Courthouse
Group", with a huge amount of help from NBC.
All of this was done very intentionally, so what
am I expected to do to punish society? Start a
nuclear war? $3 billion is too much? No, I
argue that due to my age, and having spent so
many years so poor, it is not enough. All this
inspired my Package A and Package B college
courses, and I write more in the latter.
Package A is on the Religious and Bar
Secrets:

Me?

Meetings:

I never fabricated any evidence, and that
includes Expert Witness testimony that I gave
in court. In fact, one day when the District
Attorney (Deputy) in Milwaukee asked me to
lie, I refused, ending my career. I would learn
3 years later how corrupt the Bar is, and you
don't know this because it never happened to
you. Nearly everyone would rather not believe
this, but those convicted because of fabricated
evidence have the worst time of all in society.
You're sitting in jail, convicted but not guilty,
wondering why this was done to you. Society
tries to say that you are insane, or at least not
reasoning correctly. You look around the
prison, and there are many there with similar
stories to yours. No one will believe any of
you, because, after all, you are convicted
criminals! You deserve your fate.

MAPSS, the Metropolitan Association of
Providers
of
Social
Services,
met
Wednesday, Jan. 21, a week ahead of regular
schedule because of a new Project Homeless
Connect which became scheduled by another
group for their regular meeting date of Jan. 28.
Sorry if you went to the Jan. 28 meeting (date
and time published in the Jan. 10 edition) and
were inconvenienced, as the date of this
meeting was not changed until 6 days in
advance. 16 were present, all professionals
dealing with the homeless and poor. • $300
million was cut by the new Republican
Congress from programs dealing with the
Homeless. • Amikas, the housing alternative
for homeless female veterans and their
children, will be closing Jan. 15, except its
Shared Housing Program. • Melanie MichelStuart would like EBT cards to be usable at
Community College campus cafeterias. • Rick
Braatz asked for what resources are available
to house sex offenders, and there are basically
none except the veterans' tent. • The Housing
Commission refused to deal with the 25 Cities
Campaign, mostly citing privacy concerns. •
The new rules on possessions on the streets
have been a problem (see editorial on that). •
There will be a meeting of the National Alliance
to End Homelessness at the San Diego Airport
Sheraton in February. I am generally NOT
permitted to attend such events, nor are the
other intelligent homeless, for fear we may talk
PAGE SEVEN about the truth. • VI-SPDAT,

As far as I can determine, about 80% of the
inmates in our prisons never committed any
crime, or at least not the crime they were
convicted of. What they probably did do is to
piss off the Godfather. Those of us who spent
8 years as Police Detectives can figure it all
out, however, so we do NOT make very good
scapegoats. I learned not only how corrupt
society is, but also that if you start your own
business, and it is highly successful, it will be
taken away from you. Hence, what's the
point? I am asking for the loss of my millionsof-dollars business and unjust conviction that I
be compensated at least three billion dollars.

http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Package
_A.115130053.pdf and Package B is on the Military
Secrets
and
my
case:
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Package
_B.115130325.pdf

the ratings procedure for deciding who needs
housing the most, is judging that there are an
extremely large number of folks in extreme
need, but there is no housing available. • One
professional referred to some of the homeless
as "Higher Functioning", a term used in mental
health. In truth, the homeless are probably as
a whole a bit LESS mentally ill than society as
a whole. If only we had more Higher
Functioning
professionals
instead
of
incompetents from wealthy families.
♦♦♦♦♦
The Girls Think Tank (GTT) will meet again
Feb. 5, 6 PM, at 330 A St., Downtown San
Diego.

Assignment, and get paid a donation for your
personal expenses. Buying cooperation is how
employment and most other things work. The
Ruling Class depends upon us Professionals in
the Controlling Class to keep the Slave Class
dominated and under control. In return, we get
good-paying jobs, Professional Privileges, and
a better lifestyle. Works good, except it is
expensive. Smaller rewards usually work
better, and at a lower cost.

College Course 807,

Fascist Storage
Warning: The Downtown

for those with a Ph.D., on
Control of Others
Section 5, Reasoning ♦ Section 6,
Barter - Real Rewards
5.) Reasoning works because most good
behaviors actually make sense, and if you can
engage their thought processes, you might
explain to folks why you want certain
behaviors. Getting intentional cooperation is
the way to go it you can manage to do that.
For example, good study habits generally
result in better grades, which makes it easier to
get into a more advanced school, and easier to
get a job. Most people are reasonable enough
to understand that cooperation is a two-way
street, and in their own best interests. Lose
the bullshit and rhetoric and make sense.
Teach the reality of why cooperation is the
easiest and best way to go.
6.) Barter, or Real Rewards is the basic
system that all trade is based upon. If you
pass the course, you get a certificate? Typical
quid-pro-quo. If you volunteer to help with
setup and cleanup all season, you will be given
Spirituality Privileges at the final picnic. Barter
usually involves a contract or agreement, but it
is the least-used tool because it is the most
expensive (the examples listed probably cost
nothing). Getting a cash payment for
completion of a course, program, or similar,
would be a better example of real reward. So,
PAGE EIGHT you complete a Work

Coming Up Next: What Punishment Does,
Numbers 7, 8, 9, and 10. To read ahead it
MAY
be
possible
to
visit
www.NZ9F.com/807 if I have this on-line yet.

Partnership with Satan will no longer
be posting cleaning schedules!
The new rules for temporary theft of your
belongings when left on the streets and
sidewalks no longer involves advanced written
signs posted with the cleaning schedule. Now,
the Clean and Safe Gestapo can put a tag on
your stuff giving you 3 hours to remove it, and
then come back later and take it. You can pick
it up at the Girls Think Tank Storage Center,
next to the liquor store on 16th and K, but only
during the hours that it is open. There are
advantages to this plan! It makes it tougher
to have things stolen, and there is no bin wait.
There are disadvantages, too, however,
because this continues to forcibly shove us into
The Bottoms Ghetto, can only provide access
during the hours the GTT facility is open, you
may have needed these things the same day,
3 hours is not sufficient time, and it allows
Clean and Safe to handle your stuff. Given
their past track record, can the Downtown
Partnership With Satan be trusted? Look at it
this way: If your stuff is two blocks away from
you, and you get arrested, it will probably end
up just fine in storage. And, the lawyers of
GTT are not interested in stealing it. Lawyers
have plenty of rich clients to "steal" from.
Representatives of the homeless were not
consulted, per usual, which usually results in
those making the plans having no idea what

they're
doing.
The
City,
Downtown
Partnership, and Girls Think Tank are all in the
same Cabal, which acts as if representatives of
the homeless do not exist. I see the new plan
as increasing the inconvenience of the
homeless, plus reducing visibility. I hope they
have ten or twenty thousand new bins to
accomodate us. We may all need to move to
Little Italy, where most of these Nazi and
Fascist plans for dealing with the homeless
were hatched. Tell "Papa Gambino" that God
sent you. He might reply, "No I didn't." Raze
the Bar! Occupy Little Italy!

We need Fluoride, right?

Occupy has new
funding source:
recently got a $1.3
million settlement from the City of
Oakland, California, who unlawfully arrested
them for a protest.
Occupy

Oakland

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3065840461
35167/635954019864833/?notif_t=group_activi
ty
AND
https://www.popularresistance.org/occupyoakland-wins-1-3-million-settlement-againstoakland-police/ The newest Occupy Group is
Occupy Little Italy, San Diego, on Facebook.

Vets Center Opens:
The new Downtown Library now has a
Veterans Center on the third floor, Room 316.
Further information, contact Rick Braatz,
Mental Health Systems, Room 315, next door.
619-952-1104.

Hints and Kinks: Food.

A Medical School textbook from the
1940's says: "The insecticide Fluoride
may be an effective treatment for Mania,
Aggression, and Unwanted Higher
Thought Powers, when added to the
drinking water at mental hospitals. It
produces ambivalence, submission,
cooperation, increased obedience, and
makes people uncaring. Care must be
taken as too much Fluoride causes
deafness." PAGE NINE

Regarding hot coffee, McDonald's has it for
about a dollar, but a Senior Coffee at Jack-InThe-Box is 75 cents including tax. Best deal
on food in general is the "99 Cents Only"
stores, and also the Dollar Tree stores.
Downtown now has a discount food store,
Grocery Outlet, on 10th and Market. Of the
major food chains, Kroger's Food-4-Less is the
least expensive, and there is trolley access at
Euclid Trolley, Palomar Trolley, and Hazard
Center Trolley. The latter also has a 24-hour
Kinko's (Fed-Ex). Best deal on a buffet is
Tijuana's $4.50 US Chinese buffet at 4th and
Ninos Heroes. Costs a lot more if you pay in
US money, and this is 3 blocks south of the
Arch, and then 2 blocks west. Includes ice
cream, jello squares, fresh fruits, shrimp, other

seafoods, pork, chicken, beef, noodles, rice,
soup, eggrolls, and way more.

not exist. --Written by an anonymous alien.
(Editor's Note: He is a G-d, not a Gray nor
Atlantean.) See alien photos

Underground News
History
It was about 1971 or 1972 when a group of
over a hundred radical students at the
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee barged
into the campus McDonald's restaurant, and
defecated all over their main cash register
counter. No arrests. You just had to be there
and "smell" the panic. I was not one of the
participants, but covered same for the
underground press, which in those days
included the UWM Post. My comment: "What
goes together better than fast-food and fresh
shit?"

Permitted ET and
Space News:
Time is affected by your speed of travel and
the amount of gravity pulling on you. If you are
travelling nearly the Speed of Light, millions of
years have gone by in the rest of the universe
for every second that you experience. Black
Holes, in which there is no time, eventually pull
everything in the universes into them. When
that happens, a universe no longer exists at
all. Inside a Black Hole is a Singularity Point,
where an almost infinite amount of matter is
compressed into a single point that takes up no
space and no time whatsoever. At some
critical mass the Singularity Point can hold no
more, and explodes into a "Big Bang", creating
a whole new universe. That is where
universes come from, and that happens every
day. Most universes are trillions of times larger
than ours, which was created when all of the
matter in our universe went into a single Black
Hole. Each time a new universe is created, it
is far smaller than the universe which created
it, being only one Black Hole of that universe.
These processes will continue until no universe
is large enough to have the mass to create a
"Big Bang" or Black Hole. Then, all of reality
will consist of many Singularity Points, each
PAGE TEN taking up no space, and time will

Art depicting that found in the Secret
Catacombs Archives of the Roman Catholic
Church Illuminati.

Yahweh Gabriel (Moroni)
[from Facebook]: Be sure to micro-chip
your pet human, because humans often go
stray, and there are very few shelters for
them. Humans have this INSANE notion
that they can care for themselves! Stray
humans are called "homeless", the same
word used for other stray pets.
(The ET in the photo below is a different
one) Editor's note: This ET is obviously
NOT a "Gray" like Yahweh Gabriel Moroni.
Way too tall, eyes way too small and not
slanty, and the nose and upper mouth are all
wrong. This ET is a hybrid with a human, or
with the Species G-d. Moroni is just over 3 feet
tall. Ears on this fellow look like a G-d. They
have eyes like that, too, but are seven feet tall.

Photo Credit for Hitler-Alien picture is Time
Magazine, outtakes, 1930’s. It was never
copyrighted and its maker is unknown.

Snide Comments:

Is "Wing Week"

the week we kill off all of those Wing-Rats, the
flying rats that call themselves pigeons? I
heard the Japanese call flying rodents
"Karaoke", and bars barbecue them up by the
plateful, "Karaoke Every Wednesday". Just
like Downtown San Diego, the skies are ToiletFree, so you gotta be careful not to get hit by
flying-rat stink-wads when they get dropped,
spreading 3 times the disease that ground-rats
do. • Buffalo wings are really big, or
buffaloes couldn't fly. • I heard a Mexican
refer to the Trolley as a "Basurero
transportational", Which means a
"Transportational garbage dump". • Religion
is society's most prevalent, and dangerous,
Mental Illness. • Las Vegas reminds you that
Resortists blow big wads of money at the craps
tables, and go home broke on a bus. • Even
the babies of terrorists need to be treated as
babies. --Padre Juan Cocina, which is Dr.
John Kitchin, NZ9F, working in Tijuana. • For
the best in Religious Barfcasting, with
loudspeakers manned by lunatics, try the
Machine Gun Alley Area of San Diego, which
has the best in Jesus-Nonsense, Bible-Lies,
and a lot more insane ravings. Find Jesus:
He's been lost for years. • Today's featured
sport is Ice Wrestling, formerly called hockey.
The object is to take a large object called a
puck and shove it into the opponent's mouth,
ramming it in with a large "hockey" stick. After
Regulation Time, the Official Scoring Dentist
examines all the players, and the team with the
most teeth left wins. • The Jehovah's
Witnesses sign said "What does the Bible
teach?" Simple. Roman Empire propaganda,
plus Jewish propaganda in the Old Testament.
The problem with written scripture is that it
fails to change when the rest of the world
does, so it becomes a guide on how to live
thousands of years ago. You, too, can
become a Cave Man! • The difference
between a Food Bank and a Sperm Bank is
that with a Food Bank the jism is already dead.
• What permits the homeless to survive is the
avoidance of churches and nonprofit
organizations, both of which try to force us into
Mafia Schemes of Organized Permanent
Poverty. If that is all that life is, then death is
far better. Death is permanent nothing. •
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